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“MazeBolt Technologies provides us with a real-time view of our
DDoS vulnerabilities, allowing us to mitigate them in a timely
manner which was not previously possible.” CISO, International
Financial Services Company.
A leading financial company brings down DDoS risk from 45% to
single-digit while delivering business continuity and
uninterrupted availability.

The Challenge
This leading financial services company's network changes continuously, providing
global network access to third parties, adding new mail servers, etc. This client did
not have the tools to indicate attack surface coverage, opened in live environment,
due to changes in underlying network. This could possibly lead to sneakier DDoS
attacks passing through their DDoS mitigation.

Customer snapshot
Description
This leading financial services
company offers money transfer and
digital payment services. Its
cross-border payments platform
empowers businesses, online
sellers, and freelancers to grow their
global commerce.

Industry
Financial Services

Business stats
This international financial services
company has more than 4 million
customers that trust it to receive
and manage their international
payments.

The Solution
The client now uses MazeBolt’s DDoS RADAR™ the only 24/7 automatic DDoS attack simulator on live environment with
ZERO downtime and disruption. RADAR™ automatically detects, analyzes, and prioritizes the remediation of DDoS
vulnerabilities in the client's existing mitigation system. Raising the efficiency of their mitigation solution and delivering the
ultimate DDoS protection.

The Benefit
This client's Industry Standard DDoS risk of 45%, reduced to a single digit. Continuous protection assessing DDoS vulnerabilities
24/7 on live production ensures that the mitigation vendor has fixed outstanding issues. It also empowers them with information
on where the vulnerabilities have opened, allowing quick action and ensuring uninterrupted availability.

About MazeBolt
Israel-based MazeBolt is an innovation leader in cybersecurity, with over two decades of experience in

For more information,

technology. It offers DDoS protection through automated DDoS simulations on live production, with zero
downtime. Working in conjunction with any mitigation solution installed. Its unique capabilities have ensured
business continuity and full DDoS security posture for enterprises worldwide including Fortune 1000 &
NASDAQ-listed companies.

please visit: www.mazebolt.com
or e-mail: info@mazebolt.com

